ENKH-AMAR Ganbat
Back-End Software Engineer

+976 8844 1195

amra.developer@gmail.com

Work Experience
Faro Technology Solution - Developer
August 2021 - Present
I work with a small team of developers and UI UX designers. We
as a team develop cross platform mobile app “Hippocards” as
well as the complex system to control its’ content, analyze and
manage all the data relating to the app. My role is to write
modern, performant, and robust code for a diverse array of
client and internal projects. I work with a variet of different
languages, and frameworks such as JavaScript, React, Node.js,
Python, Flask, Django, Php, Laravel, etc. Also, I have experience
in cloud platforms specially AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and
Heroku. I communicate and collabratewith multi-disciplinary
teams of engineers, desginers, clients

Faro Technology Solution - Developer
INTERNSHIP | MARCH 2021 - JULY 2021
I and other 5 junior students were selected from over 500
applicants for Hippocards Internship program which was great
booster for my coding career. I worked alongside senior
developers, product managers and some experts on
technology field to empower my technical skills and become
back-end developer. In addition, my responsibilities included
the modeling database schemas, writing eloquent code and
documenting my studies and researches for each project. I
built a dozen of micro projects individually and collabrated with
the other interns to develop production ready web application
for maganing school and college.

Freelance
January 2021 - Present
During my freetime, I help clients with building their website
with modern tech stacks, also I offer a broad variety of micro
services with a particular focus on scraping data on the
internet. Most of the time I use those scraped data to
automate their social networks.

Interests
Foosball, swimming, hiking, reading, travelling, comedy,
technolgy, physics

www.amra.mn

github.com/EnkhAmar

Skills
Programming Languages
Python, PHP, JavaScript (ES6), HTML, CSS/Sass, C, C++, Java

Libraries & Frameworks
Flask, Django, Laravel, React, Gatsby, Node.js, Express

Tools & Platforms
Git, Webpack, Docker, Netlify, Heroku, AWS, Google Cloud
Platform, Wordpress

Design
Figma

Education

National University of Mongolia
SEPTEMBER 2018 - PRESENT
Bachelor of Software Engineering

Ulaanbaatar School
SEPTERMBER 2007 - JUNE 2018
General Education

Personal Projects
Instagram Bot
Automation bot, which works on android emulator, built
with Python for interacting followers of the target user and
increase followers of client instagram account. After
running the bot for 30 days, the test account got 28% gain
in its’ followers.

Facebook Auto Pilot
24/7 working bot picks the most recent job
advertisements from the unegui.mn and publish them on
Facebook Page where people visit for job opportunity. The
bot has significantly increased the engagements. Now, the
facebook page has 10k+ followers naturally.

